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Abstract. Data mining is a technique that involves the application of specific
algorithms, which generate a list of patterns based on large volumes of
information that is useful for decision making in wide fields of application, as
detection of patterns in diseases. This paper proposes to carry out a cancer
analysis by means of data mining techniques, applied on a sample of 3365 cases,
using association algorithms as Apriori and J48 classification algorithm. The data
were obtained from clinical reports of patients from the Palliative Care Unit of
the Hospital Regional 1o de Octubre. Once the data mining process was
completed, it was possible to identify some of the most relevant types of cancer,
age as characteristic factor in the emergence of diseases, as well as the sex
affected.
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1.

Introduction

The increasing volume and variety of information computerized in digital databases has
grown in the last decade [3], a considerable part of this information is historical, it
represents transactions or situations that have occurred and it may be useful for
understanding future information [14, 15,16].
Technological development both in the computer and data transmission fields,
promotes a better handling and storage of information; as is the case of Data Mining
(DM), which can be defined as the consistent use of specific algorithms that generate a
list of patterns based on preprocessed data that is useful for decision-making. [17, 10,
13]. That list of patterns is closely related to statistics, using sampling techniques and
data visualization. Research and development to analyze large volumes of data became
increasingly necessary, and they can be done based on files. Even if the advantages
increase when there are large volumes of data [4], to discover knowledge from this huge
volume of data is a challenge in itself. DM is an attempt to make sense of the explosion
of information that currently can be stored [5]. The phase of data mining is the
representation of the type of model obtained. It focuses on searching, which will have
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one or more forms of representation, depending on the type of model obtained [6]. The
data analysis can provide real knowledge to help in decision making [7].
Cancer is one of the main causes of death in the world. In 2012 about 14 million
new cases and 8.2 millions of chronic and degenerative deaths related to this condition
were reported; 30% of those deaths were due to dietary and behavioral risk factors.
On the other hand, over 60% of total annual new cases in the world occur in Africa,
Asia, and Central and South America, these regions represent 70% of cancer deaths
in the world [1].
The historical behavior of cancer mortality has been on an upward trend, and
international registers allow the problem that cancer represents to be visualized,
however existing information in Mexico is limited, therefore it is difficult to have
access to it to determine the real impact of cancer on health more accurately [2].
It should be noted that the methodology DM is part of a process called "Knowledge
Discovery in Databases" (KDD), which indicates the necessary steps to reduce risks in
the search of knowledge models when applying DM techniques. For example, in the
KDD process the data require a substantial preprocessing to be modeled (cleaning and
preparation) [9, 10, 11].
In the clinical setting the DM is helpful for the identification and diagnosis of
diseases. Likewise, it has significance for the discovery of possible interrelationships
between diverse diseases [8]. In medical applications, where it is not possible to ignore
the importance of the temporal component, data mining techniques have acquired
major significance [11]. In this context, the aim of this paper is to characterize and
classify the types of cancer and their impact on the population using data mining
techniques, in the expectation of finding underlying relationships that cannot be
identified by a classic statistical treatment.

2.

Case Study

The Hospital Regional 1o de Octubre (HR1O) was inaugurated on December 5th, 1974
and the population attended is diverse: urban, suburban, rural and marginalized.
In accordance with the above, regarding our area of influence, the population figures
are as follows: covered population 2172,49, registered population 1086,124, user
population 651,674. Approximately 50% of the beneficiaries are workers and
pensioners, and nearly a quarter are children under the age of 18.
Since each year 10 million people suffer from pain caused by a disease, and cancer
represents 5.5 million of them, palliative care practices were implemented in the
Hospital eight years ago; they are focused on controlling pain and attending the
psychosocial aspects of the patient and the family members who support him during
the process.

3.

Experimental Development

To carry out this study, the general process KDD was applied in order to discover
patterns and relationships in data that can be used to make valid predictions [9, 17],
the universe of the study were 3365 cases of cancer; while the WEKA software was
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used for the analysis and construction
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/).
3.1

of

the

data

mining

model

Data Selection

To conduct this study, the representative variables to address the problem: sex, year,
age, diagnosis and type of beneficiary, were taken from the clinical reports provided by
the palliative care unit of the hospital.
3.2

Pre-Processing Data

This step consisted of a data cleansing, in order to get quality patterns; that is: without
outliers or null values. The data obtained from clinical reports were analyzed to identify
inconsistencies using the WEKA system. This process was only performed in the data
related to diagnosis, as these were either oncological or not oncological.
The description of the five most important attributes for conducting this research is
shown in Table 1, while Table 2 shows the attributes of the different types of cancer
addressed in this research.
Table 1. Description of the most important attributes.
Attribute
S
Y
Dx

Definition
Sex
Year

Description
Gender of patients
Year when the diagnostic is
reported to the unit
Type of cancer suffered by
the patient

Cancer

Table 2. Description of the attributes associated with different types of cancer.
Attribute
ca co
ca ce
ca ab
ca ceu
ca a
ca c v
ca cvcr
ca es
ca e
ca h
ca av
ca meo
ca ov
ca pi
ca p
ca pu
ca r
ca ri
ca te
ISSN 1870-4069

Definition
heart cancer
brain cancer
abdominal cancer
cervical cancer
appendix cancer
spinal cancer
spinal and rectal cancer
esophagus cancer
stomach cancer
liver cancer
cancer of ampulla of Vater
bone marrow cancer
ovarian cancer
skin cancer
prostate cancer
lung cancer
rectal cancer
kidney cancer
testicular cancer
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Attribute
ca v
ca sl
ca m
ca o
ca os
ca pa
le
ca mm
sa te b

3.3

Definition
bladder cancer
cancer of lymphatic system
breast cancer
oral cancer
bone cancer
pancreatic cancer
leukemia
multiple myeloma
soft tissue sarcoma

Analysis of Data

The search and finding of unsuspected patterns is carried out during the data mining
stage where discovery tasks, such as classification [22, 23], clustering [18, 19],
sequential patterns [20], associations [21], among others, are applied.
One of the differences in gender condition was observed in a study on disease burden
with higher rates of morbi-mortality in men [33]. Higher mortality rates for men or
women, depending on the location of the tumor, were identified in other studies carried
out in work places, whereas women were the most affected in other studies [33, 34].
Age is a characteristic factor in the onset of chronic diseases [32], since at the time
of the diagnosis it was evaluated as a prognostic element, and it was reported that
elderly patients have lower life expectancy, even in early stages, when compared with
younger patients.
The effect of age represents a change in rates associated with age, which is important
given that the onset of chronic diseases is usually greater with increasing age [31, 35].
Figure 1 shows the frequency analysis of some of the variables studied. As it can be
denoted, during 2009-2015, 61% of the patients reported by the palliative care unit of
HR1O were women, and the remaining 33% men. Concerning the types of cancer and
their incidence reported during the same period, breast cancer had an incidence of case
of 19%, followed by of spinal and rectal cancer with 9%, lung and prostate cancer with
8%, and cervical and bone marrow cancer with 7%.
Age

Total patients
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Gender

Fig. 1. Frequency analysis of the gender, age and types of cancer with highest incidence during
2009-2015 (Own elaboration, 2016).

3.4

Classification

For this activity, as mentioned, WEKA software was used. It was selected owing to the
data included in the data set are mostly categorical, and because it uses decision trees.
From the available algorithms, the algorithm J48 corresponding to the C4.5 algorithm
was used [30]. Default specifications of WEKA and the stratified cross-validation
method were used for its execution, as well.
To generate the tree an attribute as root must be selected, and a branch with each of
the possible values of that attribute must be created; this process is carried out with each
resulting branch. An attribute to continue dividing must be selected on each node, to do
this the attribute that best separate the examples according to the class is selected.
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Figure 2 shows that, by gender, most of the patients treated for some type of cancer
during the reported period were women (91.8%).

Fig. 2. Classification of patients by sex suffering from cancer during 2009-2015 (Own
elaboration, 2016).

Figure 3 shows that the types of cancer with highest incidence during the reported
period were: prostate cancer with 71.4%, breast cancer 68.7%, pancreatic cancer
68.6%, esophageal cancer 65.7%, whereas the type with the lowest incidence was eye
cancer with 9.1%.
Subsequently, the Apriori algorithm was applied to mine data, which were used to
obtain association rules between sets of a data repository [36]. It is shows the results of
3365 cases of cancer:
Apriori algorithm association rules
1. Dx=cacvcr 172 ==> Ano=2009 172 conf:(1)
2. Sexo=f Dx=cacvcr 118 ==> Ano=2009 118 conf:(1)
3. Edad=41_60 Dx=cameo 109 ==> Ano=2009 107 conf:(0.98)
4. Sexo=f Dx=cameo 116 ==> Ano=2009 113 conf:(0.97)
5. Dx=cameo 169 ==> Ano=2009 164 conf:(0.97)
6. Edad=41_60 Dh=2 221 ==> Sexo=f 213 conf:(0.96)
7. Edad=41_60 Dh=2 Ano=2009 186 ==> Sexo=f 179 conf:(0.96)
8. Dh=2 327 ==> Sexo=f 310 conf:(0.95)
9. Dh=2 Ano=2009 278 ==> Sexo=f 263 conf:(0.95)
10. Dx=cam 130 ==> Sexo=f 119 conf:(0.92)
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Fig. 3. Classification of types of cancer reported during 2009-2015 (Own elaboration, 2016).
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The results obtained through algorithms of apriori classification include 10
association rules, each and every one of them with a certainty that goes from 0.92 to 1.
It can be stressed that Rule 3 shows that, in 2009, there were 2 related attributes: age
"41-60" years, and “cameo” diagnosis; whereas Rule 4 registers that female gender and
“cameo” diagnosis were more significant during the same period; Rule 6 shows that
beneficiary patients type 2 between 41 and 60 years were women; Rule 10 exposes that
the type of cancer "Cam", is associated with the attribute "woman". Finally, there is an
association between Rules 4 and 10, related to diagnosis and sex attributes, the latter
being women.

4.

Conclusions

Based on the analysis, it can be said:
1. The latest report from the World Health Organization shows that the burden of
cancer is increasing at an alarming rate and underlines the need for effective
prevention strategies to curb the disease. Also, that the most frequent types of cancer
are different in men and women [33, 37, 38, 39]. This research confirms the latter,
since from the 3365 reported patients, 91.8% of the women were the most affected
by some type of cancer, compared to 80.2 % of men.
2. Currently, the emergence of new chronic diseases has impacted many people around
the world, the predominant types of cancer worldwide with the highest annual
number of deaths include: lung, liver, stomach, colon and breast [37]. The
predominant types of cancer in the palliative care unit of HR1O were: prostate
cancer 71.4%, breast cancer 68.7%, pancreatic cancer 68.6%, and esophageal
cancer 65.7%.
3. Age is a factor in the onset of chronic diseases, the older the patient, the greater the
incidence of diseases [32, 40], as it was shown, the most incidences of cancer are
reported in patients between 40 and 60 years.
Among the existing chronic diseases, the study of cancer has become very important;
since it has been a worldwide public health problem for several decades. The costs of
cancer burden are even hurting economies, besides exerting pressure on health care
systems.
Cancer is one of the chronic degenerative disease with highest incidence among
adults [1, 2], and currently one of the leading causes of morbid-mortality among the
population younger than 20 [3]. The most representative factors are the male gender
and the group of 70 years or older. The most common locations of cancer in both
genders were trachea, bronchus and lung, followed by prostate in man cancer and breast
cancer and uterus (body and neck) in women [4].
In general, the lifestyle habits that most influence on the risk of suffering from cancer
are smoking and obesity, in both genders; whereas, hormonal aspects in women
exclusively [5]
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